CHAPTER FIVE: BRAINSTORMING
"Ideas come from the earth. They come from every human experience that you either witness or
have heard about; translated into your brain in your own sense of dialogue and in your own
language form. Ideas are born from what is smelled, heard, seen, experienced, felt emotionwise. Ideas are probably in the air like little tiny items of ozone. That's the easiest thing on Earth
is to come up with an idea. The second thing is, the hardest thing on earth is to put it down." Rod Serling, creator of the Twilight Zone.
"Don't get too attached to any one idea." - Dana Christianson.
"Okay, this is me, planting an idea in your mind. I say: don't think about elephants. What are you
thinking about?... Elephants?... Right, but it's not your idea. The dreamer can always remember
the genesis of the idea. True inspiration is impossible to fake." - Arthur and Saito talking in
Inception.

Everyone has got at least one or two good ideas. For example, I've got one for a Big Wheel
bike for adults: metal frame, weighted wheels (to get a little cardio workout in the mix), and an
actual cooler under the seat to store sandwiches or Funyons or beer or whatever! I happen to
think this is a great idea! But wait. I've got another idea. It's a Lord of the Rings kart racing game
with Gandalf and Sauron facing off on a racing circuit through Fangorn Forest. Gandalf yells out
"you shall not pass!" whenever an opponent tries to get around him!
Maybe somebody has already created a Big Wheel for Big People or pitched a Lord of the
Rings Kart Racer? Either way, whether it's a good idea or a bad idea, there is a process that
occurs that takes it from a mere creative spark to reality and an essential part of this process is
brainstorming. Brainstorming is a creative process that helps to establish a relevant framework
for an idea. Brainstorming is essential to:


Communication: if nobody gets your idea then it's probably not the best idea or, maybe,
you're just not explaining it very well! In video game development, your ideas will have to
resonate with more people than just yourself if they're going to be viable.



Agreement: common ideas and themes help bring disparate groups together. A single
spark of inspiration is sometimes all it takes to get everybody on the same page!



Innovation: designing in a vacuum is a terrible idea because your head will explode!
Actually, striving for innovation can bring about new approaches to problems, new
applications for ideas, and fresh perspectives within a group.



Troubleshooting: group brainstorming can reveal potential scope problems, conflicts
between ideas, and a failure to adhere to established design pillars.



Motivation: one of a designers major goals is to get other people excited about ideas.
Synergy can occur as a result of two or more people coming together to create something.
Becoming more excited about ideas helps eradicate creative roadblocks while fostering
good gameplay!

Stimpy's Invention
Every video game designer gets called upon to come up with an idea whether it's in relation to
pure creative design or specific implementation. The traditional forum for discussing these ideas
is a brainstorming meeting. Doesn't that sound exciting? A meeting where there's a storm going
on in everybody's brains! Actually, that sounds a little bit like a collective seizure, but I digress.
The typical brainstorming meeting only has a few requirements: a topic, attendance by more
than one person with ideas about the topic, and a white board or some other surface to scribble
on.

The Ren and Stimpy Show aired on Nickelodeon from 1991 to 1996 and focused on two incredibly
strange characters: a high strung chihuahua named Ren Hoek and his simple-minded best friend
Stimpson J Cat. The show's bizarre plot lines and hallucinogenic visuals made it a clear stand-out in
Nickelodeon's line-up when compared to safer shows like Doug and Rugrats.

In the early 1990's, BlueSky Software's work with Sega first party1 allowed it to expand from a
tiny, claustrophobic office building in Kearny Mesa2, San Diego to a large state of the art office
park in University City, San Diego on the edge of the Golden Triangle 3. In 1992, BlueSky's
winning track record with licensed projects (like Disney's Little Mermaid and Jurassic Park) got
us the chance to work on an adaptation of John Kricfalusi's Ren & Stimpy for Nickelodeon. At
BlueSky, brainstorming sessions took place in a fishbowl-like arena with a long table and a view
out a picturesque window to Miramar Air Station 4 and highway 805 which passed by the
building. During this particular meeting the room was split into artists on one side of the room
and programmers on the other. I sat on the programmers' side only because there was an
empty chair. We'd already been through numerous creative issues (including my controversial
idea of allowing players to beat each other up during cooperative play) when we got on the
topics of what the story was in the game and who the bad guy was going to be...
1

First party is when a developer makes games directly for the hardware manufacturer instead of through a third party
publisher.
2
BlueSky Software would return to nearly the same office in Kearny Mesa some years later when things weren't quite
so fortuitous..
3
The Golden Triangle is an area of San Diego near La Jolla which is home to numerous biotech companies. It's also
famous as the setting for Greg Bear's Hugo award winning bio-apocalyptic novel "Blood Music".
4
This is where a lot of Top Gun was filmed and my Dad claims his desk is visible in some scenes!

The villain in the game is an evil
processed hot dog created in
Stimpy's lab.

Stimpy creates the Mutate-OMatic which turns garbage into
yummy food. It blows up and
the pieces get scattered
around the world!

Alright! It's a
no-brainer! We
go with the evil
hot dog!

Yeah, you have
no brain! The
Mutate-O-Matic
is the best idea!

A Chinese fortune cookie I once got said, "the first person to raise their voice, loses the
argument." Along similar lines, Desmond Tutu told a conference in Africa, "don't raise your
voice. Improve your argument.” In this case, the whole meeting temporarily lost the argument
due to the lack of two very important components of brainstorming: leadership and agenda.
Leadership means that one person ideally runs the meeting. They take the notes, they
determine the topics, and they make the decisions on creative issues or table the issues for
later. This all works best when the leader is either the person most responsible for the execution
of the idea or the person is a project lead. During this meeting, there was no clear leader which
became an issue when the agenda became too broad and fragmented the room into warring
clans!
People are very passionate about their ideas and it's easy to take things personally. Try this on
for an exercise. The next time your friend, spouse, or parent suggests an idea for something
that they seem excited about, go ahead and override it with your own idea. It doesn’t matter
whether it’s a better idea, just any idea. Depending on your persistence, chances are your
friend, spouse, or parent will go through a range of responses: disappointment, disbelief,
frustration, and maybe even anger! Now think about that same situation in a room full of creative
dynamos like yourself!
Oh, and by the way, the winner of the argument was the Mutate-O-Matic which, according to the
manual, "...just exploded while Stimpy was trying to turn ordinary household garbage into a
delicious glazed ham!" So, there you go. A pork product still made its way into the story after all!

The Galaxy of Ideas

Oh thanks man! One of the
many perks of being a creative
director at a big studio!

DUDE! This is one sweet ride
you got here! Nice detail job!

What's up with this crazy cool
van art?

Brainstorming can be an
especially
challenging
exercise because everybody
has different expectations.
Some people may want
closure on specific ideas while
other people see the exercise
as mere exploration. There
are many approaches to
brainstorming, but I'm going to
propose that the individual
mindset,
the
way
you
personally frame the process,
is
the
most
important
ingredient for success! I like to
abstract the process in my
mind to help pick and choose
which ideas I propose to the
group and what type of
suggestions I make about
existing ideas. Let's check out
this Galaxy of Ideas....

Oh yeah! Glad you like it! It's a
little something I like to call "the
Galaxy of Ideas"! Let me hip
you to it!

At the center of the galaxy is the Sun which generates light and warmth. It represents the core
idea of the brainstorm session like a gameplay mechanic or an enemy type or ideas for a water
level. There are planets that are very close to the sun. These are great ideas that bask in the
sun's light and life teems on their surfaces. Potentially interesting aspects of these ideas appear
as moons that exist in a close orbits.
Interesting ideas are still within the light of the sun. They’re often giant and exotic with densely
packed, colored rings. Everyone gets excited about seeing one of these, but they don’t know
where it fits yet.
Larger, more cataclysmic events happen when ideas collide. Combinations of ideas are like two
planets smashing into each other leaving insubstantial fragments or perhaps another planet
picks up the pieces and forms rings or moons.
The further you get away from the sun, the cooler the planets become as they lose light,
warmth, and atmosphere. This is where other ideas are placed that don't necessarily relate to
the core idea, but are held in a reserve orbit. In this darker space, comets wander into the solar
system; travelers from other galaxies. Some of them collide with our planets slightly changing
the landscape while others burn brightly, but pass on through.
UFO's are just plain weird ideas, but they have their place. Sometimes you just need to shake
things up a little to dislodge perfectly good creative approaches from wherever they might be
stuck.
Black holes quickly suck in bad ideas. No light escapes these galactic graveyards. It’s important
to have one of these, but also to realize that just because an idea is bad in one context; it might
not be bad in another. That’s not to say that you should hold on to an idea with an obsessive

death grip, but you should practice finding the right application for the idea in other situations if
they’re warranted.
Alright, let's take a quick trip through this galaxy with an example! How about a big monster that
lurks in a late 19th century London museum? That should be enough to get the creative juices
flowing!
Monster only
comes out at
night.

Luddites have
summoned the
monster!

Different versions of
the monster appear
depending on the
lunar cycle. The
ultimate version can
only be defeated
during a full moon.

Monster only
visible in
moonlight!

Monster (enemy).
Lives in a late 19th
century museum
in London.

Monster's
existence is tied
to a museum relic!
Monster came to
Earth on the
rocket launched in
Jules Verne's
"From the Earth to
the Moon". The
rocket is
displayed in the
museum.

The monster looks
like a giant hot
dog!

The player has to
somehow interact
with the moon to
kill the monster!

As you can see in this example, the brainstorm meeting results in a mixture of ideas about
gameplay mechanics ("Monster only visible in moonlight!") and story elements ("Luddites5 have
summoned the monster!"). I've also illustrated some connections between different ideas with
solid lines (direct connections) and dotted lines (tangential connections). If this meeting was
supposed to only be about gameplay, then the story elements would have to be broken down
further into gameplay-related ideas. Perhaps the Luddites are another enemy type and once the
player gets past this part of the game, the Luddites gain the ability to summon other moon
monsters at will which makes them more formidable!

5

Luddites were 19th century English artisans who protested the industrial revolution because they thought machines
would make it possible to replace them with lower skilled laborers.

Brainstorming Essentials: Finding Inspiration In the World Around You
In simple terms, all ideas are inspired and inspirations, in turn, are conscious or subconscious
responses to a variety of stimuli: sight, sound, and emotion to name just a few. Creativity does
not happen in a void and if you're not properly stimulated, you can't come up with good ideas!
SO, it's time to realize that your every day of your life is full of opportunities to be inspired in
terms of game design, but you have to be open to these experiences and be willing to venture
out of your comfort zone!

Staring out the
window of an airplane
at clouds floating over
checkerboard farm
lands.

Riding on the
Chicago L and
marveling at all the
wonderful
architecture.

The sink is full of
water and the tap is
drip drip dripping!

OK. Stop and look around. Wherever you are, just stop and look around. You can find a lot of
inspiration in your environment no matter where you happen to be. Miyamoto Shigeru's Zelda
games feature levels and lands that are largely inspired by his childhood adventures in the
woods and caves near his home in Kyoto. Members of the Tomb Raider Underworld art team
traveled to the Yucatan and Angkor Wat to gather reference for Lara's adventures. Personally, a
lot of the environments in Project Snowblind took place in Hong Kong, but the level layouts were
definitely inspired by my frequent trips as a teenager down to the dense, neon-lit streets of
Tijuana, Mexico.

Monsters appear on
the wing during a
nasty storm. Our hero
has to fight them off!
(Thanks Richard
Matheson!)

Invaders from space
suddenly decimate
the cityscape as they
descend down to the
ground!

Little toy destroyers
do war game
exercises in the sink!

You can also find a lot of inspiration in the ways that other creative people see the world. The
artistic direction for Sega's Rez was inspired by creator Tetsuya Mizuguchi's love of the art of
Wassily Kandinsky. Both Ico and Shadow of the Colossus depend on the play of light and
shadow in the environments to get across thematic game elements. For example, the barren
expanses that represent the world of the Colossus bring emphasis to the grandeur of the huge
beasts and the sadness of killing them and making the world feel that much more abandoned. In
Ico, the desolation of the castle emphasizes the relationship between Ico and Yorda. Fumito
Ueda (the designer of Ico and Shadow of the Colossus) often mentions the work of the Greek
6
Italian surrealist painter Giorgio de Chirico as an inspiration.

6

The cover for the Pal and Japanese releases of Ico featured a piece painted by Fumito Udea which was inspired by
Giorgio de Chirico's piece, "the Nostalgia of the Infinite".

OK. Stop again. Wherever you are, stop for a moment, close your eyes, and just listen to the
world around you. What do you hear? Outside my office window there's traffic off in the distance
that sounds a lot like ocean waves. Planes fly over on their way to nearby San Francisco
Airport. There's an angry squirrel having a verbal altercation with a cat in heat. The bathtub isn't
draining properly and there's a slow drip that's echoing down the drainpipe. A lot of the time, as
we get older, our senses take a lot of these sounds for granted and we cull out seemingly
7
insignificant ones in favor of listening for more important sounds. Do you recognize any of the
inspirations pictured here: the urgency of a baby crying (a primary game mechanic in Yoshi's
Island), a slowly turning windmill (Ico), or the crackle of radio static (Silent Hill)?

A good exercise in understanding the importance of sound is to play just about any game with
the sound muted. Other than the obvious lack of sound, how is the gaming experience actually
different without sound? What game mechanics are partly or wholly dependent on sound
effects? As a budding video game designer, learn to listen to the world around you: the way the
beat of a song matches a car's turn signal, the wind blowing across a lawn of unkempt grass,
7

Sometimes the absence of a common sound can be unnerving. For example, in the United States after 9/11, there were no planes
in the sky for several days. When planes did start flying again, it was an uncomfortable sound to say the least.

the complicated din of conversations in a crowded restaurant, crickets chirping at night until you
get too close and they go quiet.
How about music? Music best inspires mood, but can also provide thematic structure and flow
for an idea. Have you ever danced around to a song? Cried to a song? Think about how
different types of music inspire different moods in you. Like a great song, a great game
mechanic depends a lot on rhythm and tone and the way they're sequenced. Tetsuya
Mizuguchi's Rez and Child of Eden both use a pulsing electronic soundtrack that builds in
complexity and themes as the player's performance improves and they move further into the
game. The Wipeout series uses a variety of electronic genres (progressive house, drum & bass,
8
techno, etc.) to augment the futuristic environments and leagues. Tomb Raider Legend and
Underworld feature soundtracks that change based on the player's actions by adding and
subtracting micro-scored elements to augment the action and mood. Double Fine's Brutal
Legend is basically a gameplay interpretation of classic heavy metal songs.
On a more personal level, ideas can be the result of base emotional states: humor or sadness,
love or despair. Parappa the Rapper uses humor to inject urgency into Parappa's
misadventures. Aeris' infamous death in Final Fantasy VII (sorry for the spoiler if you haven't
played it!) is an especially moving moment that leverages sadness and loss as emotions to
drive the main characters' final battles with Sephiroth. Think of it this way. Actors routinely use
an exercise called Method Acting. Prolific acting teacher Lee Strasberg advocated this approach
in which actors draw upon their own personal experiences and memories to aid in their
portrayals of different characters. For example. if an actor needs to cry for a certain scene, they
may think back on the death of a loved one in order to channel that emotion into the
performance.
You can consider all the examples of inspiration I've give so far to be intrinsic. By this, I mean
that they are forms of inspiration based on personal reaction, experience, or background. There
are even more abstract forms of this sort of stimulus. Synesthesia is a condition where two or
more bodily senses experience a crossover. For example, it's entirely possible to perceive
sound as color or the spatial distance between mathematics (like the proximity between two
numbers). Take a look at games like Lumines or Rez or Vib Ribbon to see examples of
synesthesia in action. In relation to Rez, Tetsuya Mizuguchi says, "You need to make enough
fuzzy space in a game for the people who play it. If you make the details too real, there's no
space for the player to feel. Maybe this is the state of art: a game can be entertainment, but
feeling something is art." If you play Rez (which I suggest you do), see if you can feel this fuzzy
space and pay close attention to how sound, color, and light bridge this space to connect with
the player and the game play.
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Tomb Raider Legend composer Troels Folmann won a BAFTA award for his work on the soundtrack. The BAFTAs are the British
equivalent of the Oscars, but they cover all different types of media.

Brainstorming Essentials: Communicating Ideas
OK. You've got some great ideas and you've been invited to a brainstorming meeting. Time to
perform! But wait. Communicating ideas is a lot like standup comedy. Sometimes you're hitting
on all cylinders and you have the room in the palm of your hand. Everybody is laughing and
each subsequent joke builds on the momentum of the previous one. Other times, the room
stays silent and you may even get heckled or booed! It all depends on whether anybody can
relate to what you're talking about and the truth is, every single person in the video game
industry will have trouble communicating an idea at some point. You will bomb. It's certainly
happened to me a LOT...
Alright Weez! Let's hear these
great ideas you've got for the
heavy metal kart racer!

OK! One of the game levels
takes place in a post
apocalyptic world....

Members of the band drive
around in heavily armored
cars with mutants in hot
pursuit! Furthermore, gravity
is all crazy because....

The moon has cracked in half!

WHOA! C'mon! The moon
would never crack in half!

Luckily, there a few ways you can help yourself out and give your ideas a stronger chance of
success! First of all, walk into every meeting with the expectation that nobody will understand
any of your ideas. This should give you the sense of urgency (or panic) you need to put some
thought into how you're going to present your ideas. What is it going to take to get everybody on
the same page?
Learn to doodle! A picture is worth a 1000 words! As a video game designer, nobody is
expecting you to be a world class artist (although there are quite a few designers who are also
great artists), but, for goodness sakes, don't be afraid to try and draw! Take me for example.
Much to my Mother's chagrin, I didn't inherit her artistic genes. As you can see throughout this
9
book, my art is generally subpar . I have no real concept of human anatomy, light and shadow,
composition, framing, or 3 point perspective, but my crappy productions do get the point across!
I've seen fellow designers uses scribbles of boxes and circles to describe complicated boss
behaviors. The Mortal Kombat designers used a combination of stick figures and text to
describe the motions of combat and fatalities. The point is this: drawing is a valuable tool
whether you think you're good at it or not!
9

Some other words I've heard to describe my artwork are: whimsical, silly, genuine, raw, and full of character. These are all
generally back handed compliments. When my Nano (UK Grandma) was still alive, I would show her my hand drawn comic books
and she would always say, "that's lovely dear." One time I asked her if she knew what she was looking at and she said, "I don't
know luv, but it's nice!" I also had a couple of art teachers in college give up on me and pretend I wasn't in their class. Anyway, the
point to this foot note is that I haven't let any of that stop me! :)

Make good use of reference! If you're going to have trouble with an idea, get some help by
looking at movies, books, comics, or anything else that may have similar ideas to your own!
Imagine trying to describe HR Giger's alien design from the movie Alien without showing a
picture of it: "the alien is 8 feet tall and looks like a skeleton with a penis for a head that has two
sets of mouths at the front and no eyes." Unless you're working with a very exciting, openminded team, that idea probably won't go anywhere unless you back it up with some of Giger's
sketches or some footage from the DVD. Luckily for you, the internet is filled with readily
accessible material to back up your alien idea! Just don't type "penis with two sets of mouths" in
your search engine!
We need an
enemy robot in the
Hong Kong level.
It's got rear facing,
bipedal legs kind of
like a chicken and
large mounted
guns. It can move
easily over uneven
terrain.

We need an
enemy robot in the
Hong Kong level.
Think something
like the ED-209
from the first
Robocop movie.
We can start there
and then modify
the design.

In the above example, you can see that references to media can help create a common
language! Take a look at just about any big budget science fiction game and you'll see
references to Alien, Blade Runner, Star Wars, the Terminator, etc. DVD's are a near
indispensable source of reference in relation to scene composition, sound, level layout, lighting,
character progression, etc. In addition to the ability to instantly access any part of a film or
television show, one of the greatest things about most DVD releases is the staggering amount
of bonus material available on just about any aspect of production. Director's commentaries,
behind the scenes footage, production diaries, and effects breakdowns are just some of the
many resources that are often available on a DVD. In most cases, we no longer have to ask the
questions, but, rather, soak up the expertise of the professionals who created the movie or
television show. By taking advantage of the bonus materials, we can see why creative decisions
were made and how complex elements were created with the input of multiple departments.
Finally, get the place ready! How creative can you be in an empty room? A desk and a bunch of
chairs just won't cut it!




Lots of paper. Although you may be reading this book on good, old-fashioned paper, I'm not
a big proponent of unnecessarily killing trees, so I try to use scrap paper.
Pencils, crayons, and pens. I like to rough things in with pencil, mark out different types of
gameplay mechanics with crayons, and then finalize areas with pen.
A white board. I love the white board! As long as somebody hasn't marked it up with the
wrong kind of ink, it's the perfect surface for quick iteration. If somebody has ruined the






surface with Sharpie ink, pop open a window and vigorously rub the board down with
rubbing alcohol.
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A computer with access to the internet. My buddy Scott calls the Internet "the world's
biggest high school yearbook". Try and focus your time on specific searches instead of
getting waylaid by email or Facebook.
Somewhere comfortable to sit. If your butt is comfortable, your mind is free to explore. This
isn't a time to be official or stuffy. BUT, don’t get too comfortable and fall asleep!
A digital camera. I like to take pictures of the white board and people. It helps me remember
things as they happened rather than having to rely on memories that may be clouded by
future actions and interactions.
Something to screw around with. Designer's Block can be quickly broken by spending a few
fleeting moments with a Transformers action figure, some Lego, or a pair of Rock Band
drumsticks.

Planet Moon Studios 2009 - white board doodles for the Wii version of Drawn To Life 2. This was a space level that
was eventually cut from the game.

SO, what do we do with all these ideas? On to the next chapter!
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Scott Rogers wrote his own fantastic book on video game design called Level Up! Make sure you buy it after you buy this book! :)

